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Comparison of six approaches in DTM reduction 
for fl ood risk determination 

Krzysztof Bakuła

Department of Photogrammetry Remote Sensing and SIS, Faculty of Geodesy and Cartography, 
Warsaw University of Technology, Pl. Politechniki 1, 00-661, Warszawa, Poland, e-mail: k.bakula@wp.eu

Software for creating fl ood risk maps and simulation of fl ood water is based on Digital Terrain Model (DTM). LIDAR is the 
most eff ective data source for DTM creation. Th e essential problem for such data is high redundancy for complex calculations 
in algorithms used in programs for fl ood model description. However, it is possible to provide suitable DTM for fl ood modeling 
by its generalization, which could still ensure suffi  cient accuracy for hydrodynamic — numerical calculations. In this paper six 
generalization algorithms were tested to obtain DTM with small number of points and with accuracy comparable to the original 
model created from LIDAR data. Th e main criteria for this comparison was the relation between accuracy and reduction 
coeffi  cient of fi nal result. Methods used in this research based on diff erent DTM structures. GRID, hybrid and hierarchical 
structure were compared in various creating approaches to obtain the most reduced and the most accurate terrain model of two 
case areas. As the result of experiment the best methods for data reduction were chosen. Over 90% reduction rate and less than 
20 cm root mean standard error were achieved for diff erent types of terrain with respect to input DTM. It was noted that hybrid 
models can be more effi  cient than a typical uniform GRID. Such reduced models were used in practice to determinate fl ood 
risk by creating maps of fl ooded area for selected water levels. Diff erence between results from unreduced and reduced DTMs 
was very slight what proves that well-generalized models of terrain can be eff ectively used in that application.

Introduction

In recent years, lots of fl ood disasters have occurred in 
many regions around the world. For this reason, so much 
attention is focused on prediction of this global cataclysm 
by creating fl ood risk maps and hydrodynamic — 
numerical simulation of fl ood water. Th e most infl uential 
input for such products, beside land cover, is the 
topography provided by Digital Terrain Model (DTM). 
Th is model must realistically describe terrain surface and 
be very accurate to secure concerned area from the risks 
and consequences of fl ooding.

Th e modern techniques for automatic data acquisition 
provide very abundant amount of points. Actually, Light 
Detection and Ranging System (LIDAR) is the most 
eff ective data source for environment application. It can 
be used in 3D urban modeling, hydrological and glacier 
modeling, landform or soil classifi cation, river bank or 
costal and forest management [1]. LiDAR is also the 
most appropriate data source for DTM creation in fl ood 
modeling, because of its high density of one to few 
points per square meter and good height accuracy of less 

than 15–20 cm [2, 3]. LiDAR data is also useful for 
other various river management application (i.e. water 
level and river bed morphology measurements, wave 
amplitudes determination etc.) and it has started to 
replace other technologies [4]. Moreover, the fundamental 
for LiDAR data is the vegetation classifi cation what has 
principal impact on roughness which is very important 
parameter for hydrodynamic simulations [5].

Th e redundancy of high resolution DTMs is essential 
problem for algorithms used in programs for the fl ood 
modeling. Many complex calculations in software 
generating such models are restricted with respect to the 
maximum number of points in DTM (less than 500 000 
points). Th e problem is also that the fl ood disaster occurs 
in large areas what usually is associated with large data 
sets. Th e solution is to provide suitable and accurate 
DTM for fl ood modeling by its generalization. Especially 
two appropriate data structures will be tested: hybrid and 
hierarchical which are considered by many authors as the 
most appropriate in this case [3, 6–8]. 

Th e aim of this paper, therefore, is to derive a high 
quality DTM (accuracy comparable to the original 
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model — less than 20 cm in respect to input data). 
Th e  main purpose is to decrease data set in fl at parts 
of  analyzed terrain and retain important points 
representing rough areas and particularly being part of 
river surrounding (river bank, river bed, fl ood 
embankments etc.) what has a  major impact on fl ood 
modeling. Th e following parts of this paper present 
methodology, results of the experiment and summarizing 
conclusions.

Methodology

Th e research was based on 1 m width spatial resolution 
DTMs of diff erent type terrain. Each of them covers 
9  square kilometers. First test area in this study is an 
urban terrain of the city of Wrocław in Lower Silesia, 
Poland, which is situated on the Oder River with 
maximum height diff erence of 10 meters. Second test 
area is part of Lubań District which is located in the 
Kwisa river valley, Lower Silesia, Poland. Th is study 
represents hilly terrain with maximum height diff erence 
equals 100 meters. Both DTMs were generated from 
data obtained by laser scanner with density of few points 
per square meter. 

General programming tools, available Inpho and Esri 
software were used to reduce input DTMs created from 
LiDAR data for this study. DTMs in grid structure were 
created from ASCII fi les and then they were generalized 
in various software with a use of algorithms described in 
this section. In this paper six diff erent generalization 
algorithms were used to obtain DTM with small number 

of points. Each approach reduced input data points in 
a diff erent way which can be seen in Fig. 1. 

First method for data reduction was grid width unit 
downgrading. Th e original DTM were resampled, thus 
generalized DTMs of smaller resolution were created. 
Haile and Rientjes [9] proved in their investigation that 
DTM resolution has signifi cant impact on fl ood 
simulation results. It was observed that an inundation 
extent, fl ow velocity, depth and patterns across the model 
domain were aff ected by signifi cant errors of resampled 
DTM. In spite of fact that this approach is widespread, 
simple and fast, it does not give a suffi  cient approximation 
result. Although, in this paper, described method is 
shown as a reference for further fi ve approaches to show 
better their effi  ciency in comparison with grid resampling. 

Next two algorithms were used with the available 
ESRI software and they can be qualifi ed as feature-point 
methods. Both of them are applicable especially in the 
generalization of terrain models in large scale studies in 
cartography, but in this research, their effi  ciency in dense 
DTM was investigated. First method applied owing to 
ArcGIS was Kernel MinMax algorithm choosing 
minimum and maximum height in each window which 
can be modifi ed by its size. Second algorithm was used 
to create hybrid structure. Chen and Guevara [10] 
described a method named ‘very important points’ (VIP) 
which selects from grid DTMs characteristic points and 
use them for TIN or hybrid DTM generation Th is 
approach from ArcToolbox (ArcGIS 10) assesses the 
signifi cance using 3 × 3 window to calculate how well 
analyzed point is approximated by its eight grid 

Fig. 1. Distribution of points creating generalized DTM for fragment of Wrocław case study with use of: author’s hybrid 
algorithm (95% reduction, RMSE — 0.14 m) (a), author’s hierarchic approach (92%, 0.14 m) (b), VIP (95%, 0.24 m) (c), 
DTM Master hybrid (92%, 0.09 m) (d), Grid downgrading (94%, 0.20 m) (e), Kernel MinMax (92%, 0.21 m) (f).
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neighbors. In result, the most important points selected 
by this method strengthened 10 meters grid DTM 
containing information about terrain in hybrid approach. 

Another two approaches used algorithms are based 
on hybrid models (regular grid plus additional points 
describing breaklines, structure lines, spot heights etc). 
Author’s hybrid DTM creation method determined these 
additional points by using ΔZ  values between eight 
neighboring cells in four directions around analyzed 
point. In case when mentioned values had been less than 
one declared, the point was removed. In second method 
two parameters can be set — XY and Z distance, selected 
for data thin out in DTM Master 5.2.1 by Inpho 
software. A  point was deleted, if the distance to the 
nearest point was larger than XY distance value or if the 
diff erence between the height of that point and the 
height interpolated from its neighbors was larger that 
this value.

Last, sixth method applied in DTM generalization 
was non-uniform quad-tree data structure which is 
adaptive hierarchical grid system. To produce quad-tree 
grid model, ΔZ value were verifi ed for all cells in 16 × 
16 window. If the height diff erence in that part of area 
was higher that ΔZ  declared, initial window was 
subdivided into four smaller windows. Otherwise, 
average height was defi ned for four corner cells of 
analyzed window. Th e process was terminated on 2 × 2 
windows and its advantage is giving a diff erent cell size 
depending on terrain what is eff ective way to reduce 
large data sets.

To compare methods described above, reduced 
models were interpolated into grid DTM once again to 
have possibility for spatial distribution of height 
diff erences presentation in statistic and visual analysis. 
For each approach the reduction coeffi  cient were 
calculated as percentage of point removed from input 

data while, on the basis of diff erential models (i.e. model 
of height diff erences spatial distribution) generated, 
maximum height diff erence and root mean standard 
error was estimated to assess reduction methods.

Results

Few generalized DTMs from input were made for each 
reduction method. In Table 1 the results of the 
experiment were shown and in Fig. 2 the relationship 
between RMSE and reduction rate was visualized. Th e 
results show that there is no signifi cant decrease in 
accuracy for the reduction rate lower than 80%. For 
higher values of that number sudden rapid increase of 
RMSE can be observed, which depends on the method 
used and the type of terrain analyzed. Moreover, some 
of presented approaches allow to achieve a reduction rate 
more than 95% with less than 20 cm RMSE.

For fl at terrain of Wrocław hybrid approaches and 
hierarchical one seem to be the most appropriate by 
giving the RMSE even less than 10 cm for the reduction 
rate above 90% in spite of the fact that more than 99% 
reduction is theoretically possible to accomplish for the 
particularly simple terrain surface. For the Kwisa river 
valley, as it was expected, worse results were obtained, 
which was caused by the topography of terrain presented 
by input DTM. Th is case study was mostly the terrain 
with high slope what worsened all the results — RMSE 
less than 20 cm was more diffi  cult to achieve for 
reduction rate higher than 90%.

Each of the methods used in research has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Grid width unit 
downgrading and Kernel MinMax do not retain 
characteristics of the terrain topography and the location 
of points forming digital terrain model is so regularly 
determined (Fig. 1ef ) that the more complicated area is 

   a)               b)

Fig. 2. Comparison of RMSE [m] versus reduction rate [%] between 6 algorithms used in research for urban terrain of 
Wrocław case study (a) and hilly valley of Kwisa river in Lubań District (b).
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analyzed the more possible is that such important form 
for fl ood modeling like embankments, sloped river 
banks, etc. can be skipped from DTM in reduction. 

Th e method signifi cantly reducing number of points 
in fl at areas and retaining important points from river 
surroundings is required for fl ood modeling. Two of 
author’s methods and hybrid approach with use of VIP 
algorithm have met this condition what Figure 1abc 
shows. In contrast to other approaches, they slightly 
generalized sloped terrain which is noticed in lower 
reduction rate for second test study (Lubań). In this way, 
river surrounding was retained by having low height 
diff erence on sloped river banks (Fig. 3abc), what is 
necessary in that application of DTM. For grid 
downgrading method and Kernel MinMax algorithm the 
highest values of height diff erence can be noticed on 
sloped parts of terrain. Such |dH|max values from Table 1 
for these methods also prove that they are not appropriate 
for generalization in fl ood risk determination. 

Th e algorithm of data thin out used thanks to Inpho 
software reduces input model in the most eff ective way, 
which was presented in Fig. 2. Generalized DTMs 
represent the overall terrain surface morphology well but 
also here, higher height diff erence can be noticed in 
sloped part of river surrounding (Fig. 3d). What is 

crucial to effi  ciency of this algorithm, distribution of 
points determining hybrid DTM is still dense in fl at 
parts of terrain and important points are preserved what 
can be seen in Fig. 1d. Considering all aspects of the 
analysis during research, three hybrid approaches 
(author’s hybrid, DTM Master hybrid and VIP hybrid) 
gave the most satisfactory results in DTM generalization 
providing high reduction and ensure enough accuracy in 
respect to input data as well. 

In this research 6 models reduced with use of diff erent 
methods and with data reduction over 90% were tested 
in determination of fl ood risk by creating maps of 
fl ooded area for selected water levels what was shown in 
Table 2. Each fl ooded terrain was compared with result 
of original data with the same river water lever. Diff erence 
of fl ooded area between unreduced and reduced DTMs 
was very slight what can prove that well-generalized 
models of terrain can be eff ectively used in that 
application. Figure 4 presents 3 fl ood scenarios with 
various water level for input and reduced DTMs. 
Especially for that example, the maximum diff erences for 
fl ooded area were shown. It can be noticed that these 
diff erences are not very signifi cant if we consider that 
this quite similar result is achieved with using 94% less 
data than before reduction. 

Table 1. The result of DTM reduction with using six methods for two case studies in research. 

Approach Wrocław case study Lubań case study

author’s hybrid

Δx,y [m] 10.0 5.0
Δz [m] 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0
reduction [%] 45 74 90 95 98 75 86 89 90 92
RMSE [m] 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.14 0.21 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.21 0.23
|dH| max [m] 0.83 0.83 1.00 1.64 2.37 0.94 1.29 1.41 1.83 1.83

Author’s quad-tree

Δz [m] 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0
reduction [%] 76 85 89 92 96 76 84 88 91 95
RMSE [m] 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.20 0.13 0.21 0.23 0.29 0.31
|dH| max [m] 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.57 4.22

DTM Master 
hybrid

XY distance [m] 10.0 10.0
Z distance 0.05 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0 0.05 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0
reduction [%] 62 89 92 92 93 44 77 89 91 94
RMSE [m] 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.03 0.09 0.14 0.16 0.19
|dH| max [m] 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 3.38 0.89 0.92 1.29 1.63 2.03

Grid unit 
downgra-ding

unit width [m] 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0
reduction [%] 75 89 94 96 99 75 89 94 96 99
RMSE [m] 0.14 0.18 0.20 0.23 0.35 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.34
|dH| max [m] 9.21 9.21 9.21 9.27 9.1 3.85 2.93 3.74 4.08 5.00

VIP hybrid

Δx,y [m] 10.0 10.0
signifi cant ratio 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0 2.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 5.0 2.0
reduction [%] 69 79 89 94 97 70 80 90 95 98
RMSE [m] 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.26 0.29
|dH| max [m] 0.32 0.41 0.75 1.15 4.52 0.83 1.15 1.42 2.39 2.39

Kernel MinMax

window size [pixels] 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 9.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 9.0
reduction 78 88 92 94 97 78 88 92 95 97
RMSE [m] 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.23 0.29 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.26
|dH| max [m] 7.77 7.85 8.92 8.93 8.32 3.76 3.88 4.02 4.00 4.23

Krzysztof BakułaKrzysztof Bakuła
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amount without losing information about terrain 
characteristic. As the result of DTM generalization, over 
90% reduction rate and less than 20 cm root mean 
standard error were achieved for diff erent types of terrain. 

Fig. 3. Height differences spatial distribution of generalized Kwisa valley DTM in respect to original one with use of: 
author’s hybrid method (86% reduction, RMSE = 0.14 m) (a), author’s quad-tree approach (88%, 0.23 m) (b), VIP hybrid 
approach (90%, 0.21 m) (c) DTM Master hybrid (94% reduction, 0.19 m) (d), grid downgrading algorithm (94%, 0.20 m) 
(e), Kernel MinMax method (92%, 0.20 m) (f).

Fig. 4. Comparison of fl ooded areas for the input DTM and the example of reduced DTM for three water levels (W) 
determined with respect to the river bed (fragment of Wrocław case study).

Conclusion

Before working with large data sets of DTMs from 
LiDAR in fl ood modeling it is desired to reduce data 

Comparison of six approaches in DTM reduction for fl ood risk determinationComparison of six approaches in DTM reduction for fl ood risk determination
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It was noted that hybrid based models can be more 
effi  cient than a  typical widespread GRID. To what 
extend DTM can be generalized depends mainly on the 
terrain type and input data density. It is not recommended 
to set reduction parameters fi xed in chosen method, 
because such operation should base on individual 
approach to each of the analyzed area. It is suggested that 
along with the process of generalization, where reduction 
coeffi  cient is calculated, maximum height diff erence and 
root mean standard error of height for the whole area of 
interest should be also computed in order to determine 
the correctness of reduction parameters selection. Th anks 
to well-generalized DTM it can be possible to determinate 
fl ood risk for larger area achieving very similar results 
what was proved in presented investigation.
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Table 2. Differences of fl ooded areas for reduced DTMs with using six generalization methods (Wrocław case study).

Water 
level 
[cm]

Flooded 
area 

determined 
on basis of 

input DTM 
[ha]

Diff erences of fl ooded areas

Author’s hy-
brid 95%re-

duction
RMSE 0.14 m

DTM Master 
hybrid

92%reduction
RMSE 0.09 m

GRID down-
grading

94%reduction
RMSE 0.20 m

VIP hybrid
94% reduc-

tion
RMSE 0.12 m

Kernel Min-
Max

92%reduction
RMSE 0.21 m

Author’s 
hierarchic

92%reduction
RMSE 0.14 m

400 15.49 -0.1% 0.0% 0.0% -0.1% 0.2% 0.1%
450 16.02 -6.9% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.9% 0.1%
500 17.09 -0.1% 0.0% 0.8% -0.4% 1.2% 0.2%
550 21.06 -5.6% -5.8% -5.2% -6.4% -5.5% -5.7%
600 41.40 -0.3% -0.4% -0.2% 7.0% -1.1% -0.9%
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